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Climate change to me means making changes In my daily life to benefit the future of my 

kids, their kids and their kids kids. Being a family of 10 we have been making major changes 

together. Since human activity has caused most of the increases in global temperatures 

dating from 1950, we have decided to do what we can as a family. We leave the car at home 

much more lately and turn walks into adventures, this benefits us by spending much more 

time together as a family, getting exercise and making memories we wouldn't have made 

had we used the car. We have changed our deodorant’s to roll ons, have less waste, look for 

biodegradable packaging over plastic and have even given a vegan diet a go! The vegan diet 

didn't go down too well having kids aged between 2 and 15 years old, however we have 

agreed to have a vegan day once a week at home so we've still made a change. We try 

where possible to source fresh seasonal local produce which will help reduce transportation 

emissions. All our lights at home have been changed to LED and we have adopted a routine 

of turning lights off that we aren't using, we've had a clear out for Christmas and what we'd 

normally dump we've fixed, sold and donated. We are in the process of planting trees in our 

garden too. Through their schools the children are actively adapting their daily routines and 

making changes where they can, their involvement spurred us to continue at home and 

work together to keep making changes which will benefit future generations.  

Climate change is serious and will more than likely kill us all if we don't try slow it down. 

Raising temps are great but the downside to that is the ice caps (North/South poles) are 

melting and raising sea levels which isn't good.  The ice caps help to regulate the temp in the 

water and sustains all the life forms therein. Melting ice caps puts more water in to the seas 

which raises the water level making more land become submerged.  This will cause loss of 

farmlands and less produce so shortages of grain foods. Global warming (the globe getting 

warmer) will also cause adverse weather conditions,  more thunderstorms,   hurricanes etc. 

Recycling earth’s resources trees, oils etc. can help to cut down on wastage,  and using 

degradable resources and recycled plastic products helps too. Using solar and wind power 

limits the use of oils,  coal and gas drilling etc., which is better for the planet.   

This is a disposable nation at the moment. With a fast paced lifestyle, everything is made 

convenient, fast and throw away.  We should go back to simpler times, cardboard cartons or 

bottles of milk, money back on glass juice bottles encouraging recycling, refillable water 

bottles and get rid of tins. 

 


